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a few years ago, the virtua cop games kind of died with the release of the fifth
game, virtua cop 5. i can't believe the sixth and seventh games of the series
are so late, as they are still be a fair game to play as you start to grow into a
young adult. although it is short, the combat is pretty interesting, it feels very
natural with the new melee system. there are lots of different moves you can
do at once and some are really strong. i quite enjoy this new installment to
the series as it's got a whole new feeling, especially when you have the full

use of the pc. sure, i do miss the bird's eye view of the first series, but the new
games are very entertaining nonetheless. i've had so much fun playing this
game that i must let you know that an online version of virtua cop 2 is now
available, offered on gamespy. the beginning of the game is a bit slow, as it
usages the story that was successful in the first game. the original virtua cop
had a good amount of story in the beginning, which was both enjoyable and

had a few missions, like playing the game at the arcade, that were much more
intense and fun to play. in the second installment, it's basically one long story
line with some cool missions, and some really generic levels that are not so

fun to play. however, once you're in the main part of the game, the levels get
better and better. stepping over the hood in front of the cop car, he quickly
dived left and right like the game was the latest thing, as if it weren't put

together in the 90's (which it was). the game quickly entices you to dive into
the depths of hell that is the police academy, and many other jobs later, you
become a fully-fledged police officer. you can play the whole game in single

player, with other choice of cops. each one has their own set of skills, just like
the player themselves.
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i like to play gun games
like this, but sometimes
need the option of being

able to punch someone as
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well. the graphics are good
looking, but why bother
playing on a system only
to have the graphics not

be up to par? there is little
other added gameplay

besides the "melee" mode.
characters are level-scaled
and the gun shots are all
different. all that matters

in a gun game is that
they're visually different.

that being said, this is just
a fun game for people who
like the gun action of the
original vc, but is worth
trying out only for the

novelty. two cop
characters take on a city
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full of violent criminals,
and the only thing they've
got on their side is a really

cool looking gun. it's a
good-looking game, but
the gun play is a bit stiff
when it comes to aiming.

the new melee battle
system, which is a lot like
the traditional arcade and
console brawls, is actually
pretty fun, especially if you
can teach a friend to use

it, but the game is just too
short to make it a good
arcade buy. the most

important part of virtua
cop 2 is that the graphics,
plus fun characters, and
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slick gimmicks make it a
very fun game to play,
even if the game isn't

anywhere close to some of
the genesis games. if

you're looking for a fun
game to play with friends

on your pc, have it for $10,
but be prepared to spend
more time patching the
game up than you would
playing it. although sega

has increased the
resolution and graphical

quality of the game, virtua
cop 2 is still a bit choppy.
the sound is also bland,

and the soundtrack is very
repetitive. it takes a little
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while to figure out how to
play the game, but it's

easy to get a feel for the
controls. 5ec8ef588b
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